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Abstract: Cyber-physical systems (CPS) have emerged as a promising research paradigm, which is the convergence of control,
communication, and computation. In CPS, real-time transactions visit multiple resources such as sensors, actuators,networks, and
microprocessors. One fundamental issue, which is called control and real-time scheduling co-design, is how to maximize control
performance of the physical systems while satisfying the real-time constraints imposed by limited computational resources. Although
there have been extensive studies on the co-design problem in a single-resource system, multi-resource cases have not been fully
studied. In this paper, we propose an optimization framework for robust control design with end-to-end response time constraints in a
multi-resource system. We introduce a rigorous robust performance metric from the control theoretic viewpoint. Then,we investigate
the impact of end-to-end response time analysis techniqueson the control performance. We show that the traditional per-job response
time analysis significantly degrades the control performance when real-time tasks visit a resource multiple times. We demonstrate
that we can improve the control performance by adopting the per-resource response time analysis. Our simulation results verify the
effectiveness of the proposed co-design framework.
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1 Introduction

Recently, a cyber-physical system (CPS) has emerged as a
promising research paradigm, which is a convergence of
control, communication, and computation [1,2,3]. A key
feature of CPS is a tight integration of, and coordination
between, the computational and physical elements. In
fact, CPS encompasses most of man-made complex
systems. In these CPS applications, it is of critical
importance how to resolve the complex interactions
between various computational and physical components.

One fundamental issue in CPS is how to balance the
tradeoff between control performance and real-time
constraints. In general, in order to improve control
performance, more processor time should be devoted to
control tasks, which will obviously reduce the processor
usage for meeting the deadline of real-time tasks.
Consequently, it is crucial how to maximize control
performance while satisfying all the deadlines of
real-time tasks. An illustration of a CPS application is

shown in Fig.1, where sensors/actuators, controllers, and
other nodes communicate through a network.

There have been quite extensive studies on real-time
scheduling and control co-design in a single-resource
system, where the utilization bound has been typically
used to check the schedulability of tasks. What has not
been fully investigated is how to co-design scheduling
and control in a multi-resource system, where real-time
transactions visit multiple resources.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of real-time
scheduling and control co-design in a multi-resource
system. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

(i) We formulate scheduling and control co-design in
a multi-resource system as an optimization problem with
an objective of maximizing a robust performance of
physical control systems.
(ii) By adopting the recently-developed per-resource
end-to-end response time analysis rather than the
conventional per-job analysis, we show that we can
enlarge the feasible region of the co-design optimization
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Fig. 1: An illustration of a CPS application.

problem.
(iii) By combining the control objective for robust
performance and the per-resource response time analysis,
we demonstrate that we can significantly improve the
robustness of the overall system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
provide a summary of related work in Section2. In
Section3, we formulate control and real-time scheduling
co-design as a constrained optimization problem with
end-to-end response time constraints. Then, in Section4,
we first investigate a metric for control performance of
the system as the objective function of the optimization
problem in Section 3. We further introduce the
per-resource analysis in order to derive a tight bound for
the end-to-end response time, which enables us to obtain
a larger feasible region compared to the conventional
per-job analysis. Our simulation results are given in
Section5. Finally, our conclusion follows in Section6.

2 Related Work

An early work on integration of real-time scheduling and
control design was carried out by Setoet al. [4], where an
optimal sampling period selection algorithm was
proposed under the assumption that control performance
monotonically increases as the periods decrease. In [5],
RMA schedulability are formulated as an integer
programming to obtain all the feasible periods of a task
set, and then the optimal periods are derived by evaluating
a given cost function. Overviews on scheduling and
control co-design can be found in [6] and [7].

Palopoli et al. [8] presented a rigorous optimization
approach for scheduling and control co-design in a
single-resource system under the utilization bound
constraint. More recently, by adopting a performance
metric from the robust control theory, an optimization
approach has been proposed for determining the periods
of control tasks in a single-resource system [9]. Our
control design follows the approach in [8] by adopting the
notion of the stability radius. In the meantime, it should
be noted that our co-design formulation differs from these
previous studies in that we study the scheduling and
control co-design in multi-resource systems with the
end-to-end response time constraints.

A scheduling problem in multi-resource systems has
been investigated in an optimization framework [10],
where the multi-resource scheduling has been formulated
as minimization of the aggregate response times of
transactions under the traditional end-to-end response
time constraints. A period assignment problem has been
also tackled in [11], where an optimization approach has
been proposed by taking into account the control delay.

From the perspective of real-time schedulability
theory, the classic work of Josephet al. [12] presented the
worst-case response time analysis for multiple tasks on a
single processor fixed-priority scheduling system. This
analysis was extended by Tindellet al. for arbitrary
deadlines [13] and distributed systems with multiple
resources [14]. These studies have been further extended
in many ways; reducing or eliminating the jitters [15,16],
or considering precedence and timing relations among
jobs [17,18,19]. However, all these studies are based on
Tindell’s per-job analysis in [14] and hence have a
common fundamental issue of the multiple visit problem.

The delay composition theorem of [20] and [21]
respectively considered the overlapped executions in
pipelined distributed systems and in distributed acyclic
systems to reduce the overestimation of the per-job
end-to-end delay analysis. However, these approaches are
not applicable to our cases where transactions visit
resources multiple times in arbitrary manners.

So far, there has been little research on robust
co-design of control and real-time scheduling except
some preliminary work in [22], which we significantly
extends here by including more thorough analysis as well
as in-depth simulation results.

3 Problem Formulation

In this section, we present the notation used in our
analysis and the formulation of the co-design problem as
optimization with end-to-end response time constraints.

3.1 Mathematical Notation

We consider a real-time control system that consists ofM
resources denoted byR := {R1,R2, · · · ,RM}, which are
either processors or communication links. Without loss of
generality, we do not distinguish the type of resources
under the assumption that every resource schedules its
jobs based on the fixed-priority preemptive scheduling.
Note that non-preemptive tasks on communication links
can be dealt with by considering one message length as a
blocking factor [23].

With this M-resource real-time system, we assumeN
periodic controltransactions denoted by{Γ1,Γ2, · · · ,ΓN},
where Γi has a higher priority thanΓj if i < j. Each
transactionΓi is composed of|Γi| tasks, denoted by
{τi,1,τi,2, · · · ,τi,|Γi |}. Each taskτi, j, j = 1, · · · , |Γi| of Γi is
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executed on resourceri, j ∈ R with the worst-case
execution time ofei, j.

The first taskτi,1 of transactionΓi is released with a
period of pi and the subsequent tasks are released at the
completion times of their immediate precedent tasks.
Consequently, we can representΓi as follows.

Γi =(pi,{τi,1 = (ri,1,ei,1),τi,2 = (ri,2,ei,2), · · · ,

τi,|Γi | = (ri,|Γi |,ei,|Γi |)}).

Here, we call one occurrence of the sequence
τi,1,τi,2, · · · ,τi,|Γi | an instance of transactionΓi. Then, we
assume that each instance ofΓi should be completed in a
period, i.e., the end-to-end deadline is equal to the period
pi. However, it should be noted that our analysis can also
be applied in a straightforward manner to the case when
the end-to-end deadline is shorter than the period [24].

3.2 Co-Design Problem Formulation

For a given set ofN periodic transactions{Γ1,Γ2, · · · ,ΓN}
over M resources{R1,R2, · · · ,RM}, we consider the
problem of how to maximize a certain control
performance metric while satisfying the end-to-end
schedulability constraints. In general, the problem of
real-time scheduling and control co-design can be
formulated as a constrained optimization problem, where
the periods of control transactions are the decision
variables and a control performance metric is the
objective function under the end-to-end schedulability
constraints as follows.

maximizeU(p)
subject toe2eRspTimei(p)≤ pi, i = 1, · · · ,N,

(1)

where p = (p1, · · · , pN), i.e., the periods of all the
transactions, U is a certain metric for control
performance, ande2eRspTimei is the end-to-end response
time of transactionΓi.

In our formulation of (1), for the schedulability
constraints in multi-resource systems, we introduce the
end-to-end response time instead of the utilization bound
typically used for the single-resource case. Though the
utilization bound condition is easy to deal with in analysis
because of its simplicity, it is rather a sufficient condition
even in a single-resource system, and may not be efficient
enough in multi-resource cases.

The control performance of each transaction will
typically degrade as its periodpi increases. In addition,
the overall objective functionU in (1) is generally a
certain increasing function of the control performance of
the individual transactions. Hence, in order to maximize
the objective functionU , the periods of transactions,pi’s,
should be decreased as much as possible. However,
decreasedpi’s will result in increase of the end-to-end
response times of all lower-priority transactionsΓj, i < j,
because smallerpi’s will consume more processor time.

Consequently, it is of critical importance how to balance
this tradeoff between the control performance and the
processor usage of control transactions, which is a
fundamental issue in CPS.

With the optimization formulation of (1), there are
two remaining issues. First, we need to determine an
effective metric for control performance. Since there are
various possible approaches for controller design, it is
important to choose a reasonable metric that can
guarantee a certain control performance. Second, it will
be crucial how to calculate the end-to-end response time
in an efficient manner. Since there exist many schemes for
obtaining the end-to-end response time, it is required for
better control performance to use a method that gives a
tight bound for the end-to-end response time. In the
subsequent section, we investigate these two issues in
detail.

4 Systematic Approach for Solving the
Co-Design Optimization Problem

In this section, we investigate the following two issues:
design of the control problem and the derivation of a tight
bound for the end-to-end response time.

4.1 Control Problem Formulation and
Performance Metric

Our first task is how to formulate the control problem
with a proper performance metric. Here, we aim to design
a controller that givesrobust performance against
limitations in implementation such as imprecise actuation
and truncation errors. In particular, we adopt the
controller design approach in [8]. It should be noted that
our overall co-design problem is quite different from that
in [8] in the sense that we consider a multi-resource
system with end-to-end response time constraints while
the work in [8] deals with a single-resource case with the
utilization bound.

For control problem formulation, consider that each
control transactionΓi, i = 1, · · · ,N controls a single input
completely reachable system described byni linear
differential equations, whereni is called the dimension of
the system. The continuous-time system dynamics with

the state vectorx(i) = [x(i)1 · · · x(i)ni ]
T and the control

input ui, whereAT denotes the transpose ofA, can be
represented in a matrix form as

ẋ(i) = Aix
(i)+Biui, (2)

where Ai ∈ R
ni×ni ,Bi ∈ R

ni×1, and i = 1, · · · ,N. For
notational simplicity, we will use the superscript(i) and
subscripti only when they are strictly required.

Since there is a delay ofp in each control loop, the
delayed input ofu((k − 1)p) is applied to the control
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system during thek-th sampling period. Hence, for the
sampled discrete-time system, we introduce an additional
state variable ofz(kp) = u((k− 1)p) in order to account
for the delayed input. Then, the augmented system
equations sampled with the periodp is given as follows
from [25]:

[

x((k+1)p)
z((k+1)p)

]

= Φ
[

x(kp)
z(kp)

]

+ϒ u(kp), (3)

where

Φ =

[

eAp b
∫ p

0 eAξ dξ
0 0

]

,ϒ =

[

0
1

]

.

In the meantime, a state feedback control law for the
augmented state vector[x(kp)T z(kp)]T is given as
follows.

u(kp) = kxx(kp)+ kuz(kp), (4)

wherekx andku are feedback gain vectors, of which the
sizes are 1× ni and 1× 1, respectively. By plugging (4)
into (3), the closed-loop dynamics can be derived as

[

x((k+1)p)
z((k+1)p)

]

= (Φ +ϒ K)

[

x(kp)
z(kp)

]

, (5)

whereK = [kx ku]. With the discrete-time equations in (5),
each control transaction has a vector of feedback gainsK
as control parameters.

As a performance metric for control design, same as
in [8], we define the stability region for control
parametersKi of transactionΓi as follows: LetΛi denote a
set such that the system in (5) is asymptotically stable if
and only ifKi ∈ Λi. Here, we callΛi thestability region of
transactionΓi. Obviously, a small area ofΛi requires a
more accurate controller design because the control
parametersKi should remain in the region despite the
imprecision in implementation. Hence, with a large area
of Λi, the control system will become more robust to
implementation errors.

The stability regionΛi is generally a complex region
in a multidimensional space. Hence, in order to quantify
the stability regionΛi with a single scalar value, we need
an effective measure that properly represents the area of
Λi. Here, we introduce the stability centerθi and the
stability radius µi as the Chebyshev center and the
Chebyshev radius ofΛi, respectively [8]. Briefly
speaking, the Chebyshev center of a bounded set is
defined as the center of the largest inscribed ball of the
set, and the corresponding radius is called the Chebyshev
radius. With the above definitions, thestability radius µi,
which is actually the Chebyshev radius ofΛi, is an
effective measure of the stability regionΛi.

With the stability radiusµi, we can now define the
performance metricU(p) = mini=1,··· ,N µi, which is the
smallest stability radius among those of theN stability
regions.

Now, the overall co-design problem in (1) becomes

maximize min
i=1,··· ,N

µi(pi)

subject toe2eRspTimei(p)≤ pi, i = 1, · · · ,N,
(6)

where we explicitly show the dependencies ofµi on pi
because the stability radiusµi of transactionΓi is a
function of its own periodpi.

In a qualitative sense, the objective of the co-design
optimization formulation in (6) can be described asto
maximize the worst control performance among those of
N transactions. In this manner, we can improve the
overall robustness of the entire system. Otherwise, if we
introduce a different objective function, we could improve
the control performance of some transactions at the
expense of degraded performance of others. In this case,
those degraded control loops will be vulnerable
components from the overall system perspective.
Consequently, the formulation in (6) gives a robust
system performance in a holistic manner.1

4.2 Computation of the Stability Radius

In the case of first-order systems whereni = 1, the stability
regionΛ can be analytically obtained as a triangle by using
the Jury criterion [25]. First, the characteristic polynomial
of the matrixΦ +ϒ K in (5) is given as

z2−
(

eλ1p + ku

)

z+ eλ1pku − bkxI(p),

whereλ1 is the eigenvalue of the continuous-time system
in (2) and I(p) =

∫ p
0 eλ1ξ dξ = (eλ1p − 1)/λ1. Then, the

Jury criterion [25] gives the following inequalities forK =
[kx ku]:





eλ1p −bI(p)
−(eλ1p −1) bI(p)
−(eλ1p +1) bI(p)





[

kx
ku

]

<





1
1− eλ1p

1+ eλ1p



 . (7)

Consequently, the stability regionΛ for K can be obtained
as a triangle, which is formed by three lines given in (7).
In addition, from Proposition 1 in [8], the stability radius
µ is given as

µ =















λ1

eλ1p(λ1+|B|)−|B|
, if λ1 > 0;

2λ1

eλ1p(λ1+2|B|)+λ1−2|B|
, if λ1 < 0;

1
1+p|B| , if λ1 = 0.

(8)

Note that it can be easily shown from (8) that the stability
radiusµ monotonically decreases withp.

1 It is still possible to introduce a different objective function
for improving the aggregate control performance rather than
robustness. One possible candidate isU(p) = ∑N

i=1 µi(pi). A
detailed treatment on the formulation with different objectives
will be a subject of future work.
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In general, it is formidable to compute the stability
radius in higher-order systems. However, it is still
possible to derive the empirical probability for the system
in (5) being stable by using the randomized
algorithms [26].

Let P(θ ,µ) denote the empirical probability for (5)
being stable in the set ofBµ(θ ) = {K | ||K − θ || ≤ µ}.
Once µ is given, we can numerically findθ ∗(µ) that
maximizesP(θ ,µ). Hence, for any given tolerance ofε,
the stability radius and the stability center can be
estimated as the minimumµ and the correspondingθ ∗

such thatP(θ ∗(µ),µ)≤ 1− ε.
Here, we give a brief introduction on how to apply the

randomized algorithms to the calculation of the empirical
probability P(θ ,µ) for a givenµ . First, drawm random
samples forθ , denoted byθ1, · · · ,θm. Then, for eachθi, by
drawingn samples ofK in Bµ(θ ), calculate the empirical
probability of P(θi,µ) denoted byPn(θi,µ). Finally, we
can obtain the estimate of the stability center asθm,n =
argmaxi=1,··· ,m Pn(θi,µ). Note that a detailed explanation
including the selection rule form andn with a givenε can
be found in [26].

4.3 Per-Job End-to-End Response Time
Analysis and Multiple Visit Problem

With the control problem formulation in the preceding
sections, the remaining issue is how to derive a tight
bound for the end-to-end response time. For calculation
of the end-to-end response time, we may use the
conventional per-job end-to-end response time
analysis [14], of which a brief overview is as follows.

For taskτi,k in transactionΓi, its per-job worst-case
response time, denoted bywi,k, is calculated by using the
following recursive equation.

wi,k = ei,k + ∑
∀ j<i

∑
{a|r j,a=ri,k}

⌈

J j,a +wi,k

p j

⌉

e j,a, (9)

whereJ j,a is the worst-case release jitter ofa-th taskτ j,a
of a higher priority transactionΓj. Equation (9) implies
that the per-job worst-case response time of taskτi,k can
be calculated by adding the following two terms;(i) its
own execution timeei,k and(ii) the largest possible delay
due to higher priority jobs on the same resource.
Consequently, by applying (9) to all the tasks in
transactionΓi, the worst-case end-to-end response time,
e2eRspTimei, can be calculated by summing up all the
per-job response times as follows.

e2eRspTimei =
|Γi |

∑
k=1

wi,k.

However, this per-job analysis can severely overrate
the end-to-end response time when transactionΓi visits
the same resource multiple times, which is termed the

multiple visit problem [24]. This overvaluation of the
end-to-end response time will result in a severe
underestimation of the maximum schedulable region,
which can significantly degrade both the scheduling and
control performance.

As an illustrative example for the multiple visit
problem of the per-job analysis, we consider the case in
Fig. 2(a), where three Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
are connected through a Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus. We assume two transactions in the system as follows:
A high priority transaction consists of five tasks
(➊,➋,➌,➍,➎) that utilizesECU2, CAN, ECU3, CAN, and
ECU1, respectively. A low priority transaction has five
tasks (➅,➆,➇,➈,➉) that utilizes ECU1, CAN, ECU2,
CAN, and ECU3, respectively. In this system, the
conventional per-job analysis is illustrated in Fig.2(b).

In the figure, the low priority transaction visits CAN
two times with task➆ and task➈. For each visit, the
per-job analysis assumes that the worst-case delay by the
high-priority tasks is attributed by task➋ and task➍.
Hence, as shown in Fig.2(b), the execution times of
tasks➋ and ➍ in the high-priority transaction may be
double-counted in calculation of the end-to-end response
time of the low-priority transaction. Obviously, this
redundant counts in the per-job analysis will result in an
overestimation of the end-to-end response time, which
becomes more severe as the number of the multiple visit
increases. Accordingly, the conventional per-job response
time analysis may conclude that the overall system is
unschedulable even when the computational resources are
severely underutilized.

4.4 Per-Resource End-to-End Response Time
Analysis

To resolve the multiple visit problem of the traditional
per-job response time analysis explained in the previous
section, we introduce the recently developed per-resource
end-to-end response time analysis [24]. In a nutshell, the
per-resource analysis calculates the total delay at each
resource. Then, by summing up the total delays at every
resource, the worst-case bound for the end-to-end
response time can be obtained. By completely changing
the viewpoint from a job to a resource, the per-resource
analysis can significantly reduce the redundant counting
in the per-job analysis caused by the multiple visit
problem.

Figure 3 gives an illustration that compares the
per-job analysis and the per-resource analysis. As shown
in the figure, the per-resource analysis has no redundant
counting for multiple visits, and consequently provides a
much tighter bound on the end-to-end response time.

In our per-resource response time analysis, the end-to-
end response time of transactionΓi can be calculated by
summing up the times spent at all the visiting resources as
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follows:

e2eRspTimei =

∑
∀Rl∈R



 ∑
{(i,k)|ri,k=Rl}

ei,k +
i−1

∑
j=1

T D j
i (Rl)



 , (10)

whereei,k is the execution time of taskτi,k andTD j
i (Rl)

denotes the per-resource total delay, which is defined as the
worst-case total delay that one instance ofΓi experiences
due to higher priority transactionsΓj, j = 1, · · · , i− 1 at
resourceRl.

In order to further derive the total delayT D j
i (R) in

(10), we introduce a notion of the per-resource total
window, denoted byTWi(R), which is defined as the time
duration during which an instance of transactionΓi has
unfinished tasks on resourceR. Then, to findTD j

i (R), we
introduce an iterative convergence approach, similarly as

in the traditional recursive response time equation [13,
12].

Initially, we setT D j
i (R) = 0 for all the transactionsΓj,

j = 1, · · · , i − 1 and for all the resources
R ∈ {R1,R2, · · · ,RM}. Then, we have the following
iterative equation betweenTWi(R) andTD j

i (R):

TWi(R) = ∑
v1≤k≤vm

ei,k

+ ∑
∀Rl∈R

i−1

∑
j=1

TD j
i (Rl)X

vm
v1
(Rl), (11)

where

X vm
v1
(Rl) =

{

1, if any of {τi,v1, · · · ,τi,vm} visits Rl ;
0, otherwise.
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OnceTWi(Rl) for resourceRl is given,T D j
i (Rl) can be

obtained by

TD j
i (Rl) = ∑

{a|r j,a=Rl}

(

C j,a
i (TWi(Rl))× e j,a

)

, (12)

whereC j,a
i (TWi(Rl)) denotes the worst-case total number

of instances ofe j,a attributing toT D j
i (Rl) in TWi(Rl). We

can calculateC j,a
i (TWi(Rl)) by

C j,a
i (TWi(Rl)) =

min



Z j,a(TWi(Rl)), ∑
{k|ri,k=Rl}

I j,a(i,k)



 , (13)

whereZ j,a(TWi(Rl)) =
⌈

J j,a +TWi(Rl)/p j
⌉

and I j,a(i,k)
is the largest possible number of release of taskτ j,a during
the busy period of taskτi,k which can be obtained from (9).

Consequently, by applying (11), (12), and (13)
altogether in an iterative manner, we can calculate the
total delayT D j

i (R), which in turn gives the end-to-end
response time by (10). 2

5 Numerical Study

In this section, we numerically study the performance of
the proposed approach for scheduling and control
co-design.

5.1 Simulation Setup

We consider a multi-resource system in Fig.1. Assume
that there are four transactions, denoted by{Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4}.
Our goal is to determine the periods of transactionsΓ1 and
Γ2 while Γ3 andΓ4 have fixed periods.3 In addition, we
assume that the shared network in Fig.1 is a Controller
Area Network (CAN) bus, which is considered as one of
the resources as already explained in Section3.1. The visit
sequences of transactions are given as follows:

Γ 1 : {S1,CAN,C1,CAN,A1},

Γ 2 : {S2,CAN,C2,CAN,A2},

Γ 3 : {N1,CAN,C1,CAN,N2,CAN,C1,CAN,N1},

Γ 4 : {N3,CAN,C2,CAN,N2,CAN,C2,CAN,N3},

2 Detailed derivations and proofs on the per-resource end-to-
end response time analysis can be found in [24].

3 Though our co-design approach can be applied to the case
of N transactions, we consider two transactions in order to
effectively show the results in a geometrical manner. Note that
we add two more transactions with fixed periods to make the
situation complicated.

Table 1: The periods of transactions and the execution
times of resources in ms.

Period Si, Ci, Ai, Nodei CAN
Γ1 p1 10 50
Γ2 p2 20 60
Γ3 1500 30 70
Γ4 3000 40 80

whereSi, Ci, Ai, i = 1,2 andNi, i = 1,2,3 denote Sensori,
Controlleri, Actuatori, and Nodei in Fig. 1, respectively.
The periods of each transaction and the execution times
at each resource are summarized in Table1. The priority
of a transaction is given with the rate-monotonic priority
assignment. For the dynamics of Plant1 and Plant2, we use
λ1 = 1 andλ2 = 3, respectively, andB = 1 for both plants.

Note that we can solve the optimization problem in
(6) by numerically finding the maximum value ofµ such
that p(µ) = (p1(µ), · · · , pN(µ)) satisfies the end-to-end
response time constraints in (1). Here,pi(µ), i = 1, · · · ,N
is the corresponding period for a givenµ , which can be
analytically obtained from the one-to-one relation in (8)
for first-order systems. In cases of higher-order systems,
we can use the bounds derived in [8].

5.2 Feasible Region of the Periods

First, we compare the feasible region of the
periodsp = (p1, p2) by the per-resource analysis in [24]
with that by the per-job analysis in [14]. As explained in
Fig. 2, the traditional per-job analysis has the multiple
visit problem, which overestimates the end-to-end
response time. This overestimation will reduce the
feasible region of p = (p1, p2) that satisfies the
end-to-end response time constraints in (6).

The feasible regions of the per-job analysis and the
per-resource analysis are given as the grey areas in Fig.4.
As shown in the figure, our per-resource analysis gives a
significantly larger feasible region than the conventional
per-job analysis. Consequently, we can confirm from
Fig. 4 that the per-resource analysis gives a tighter bound
for the end-to-end response time compared to the per-job
analysis. Note that the non-smooth boundaries of both
regions are mainly due to the ceiling operation in the
response time analysis.

5.3 Comparison of the Stability Regions

Now, we look into the control performance of the system.
In particular, in order to see the effect of both the control
metric and the response time analysis, we introduce the
following objective in (1) for comparison with our
objective function:Uprimitive(p) = −∑N

i=1 pi. 4 Though

4 The minus sign is used for consistency because the overall
problem in (1) is maximization and∑N

i=1 pi should be minimized.
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(a) Feasible region by the per-job analysis
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(b) Feasible region by the per-resource analysis

Fig. 4: Comparison of the feasible regions of the per-job analysis and the per-resource analysis.

Uprimitive is a natural objective function that has been
often used in the literature,Uprimitive consider no plant
dynamics, and hence do not differentiate control loops
from the control theoretic viewpoint. On the contrary, our
objective function of the minimum stability radius in (6)
reflects the plant dynamics as given in (8) for the overall
robustness.

With the introduction of Uprimitive, we have the
following four combinations for solving the optimization
problem of (1): (Uprimitive, per-job analysis), (Uprimitive,
per-resource analysis), (Uours, per-job analysis), and
(Uours, per-resource analysis). Table2 shows the optimal
solution p∗ = (p∗1, p∗2) to each combination and the
corresponding stability radiusµ(p∗) = (µi(p∗1),µi(p∗2)).
Note that the underlined values are the period that gives
the smallest stability radius and the corresponding
stability radius betweenp∗1 andp∗2.

In Table2, if we compare the results in each column,
we can notice thatUprimitive gives a smaller aggregate of
the periods thanUours. In fact, we can easily expect this
result from the objective of each formulation. However,
the smallest stability radius (underlined in Table2) is
smaller withUprimitive. This fact indicates thatUprimitive
improves the control performance of one transaction at
the expense of the other one, which results in a severe
unbalance between the stability radius of two
transactions. One interesting point in Table2 is the fact
that a smaller one betweenp∗1 and p∗2 does not always
give a larger stability radius, which causes from the fact
that the stability radius is not only a function of the
period, but also of the system dynamics as given in (8).

From the robustness perspective of the whole CPS
system, the vulnerable point will be the weakest
component among those consisting the entire system.
Hence, in order to improve the robustness of the whole
system, it is required to balance the robustness of each

Table 2: The optimal solutionp∗ to the respective
formulation and the corresponding stability radius.

Per-job analysis Per-resource analysis
Uprim p∗ = (340,780) p∗ = (340,400)

µ(p∗) = (0.5525,0.0740) µ(p∗) = (0.5525,0.2442)
Uours p∗ = (700,580) p∗ = (650,290)

µ(p∗) = (0.3303,0.1377) µ(p∗) = (0.3532,0.3510)

component as much as possible, which is actually done
by our objectiveUours in (6). Figure5 clearly shows this
point in a geometrical manner. The stability region of the
transaction with the smallest stability radius in Table2 are
shown in Fig.5. As we can expect from the analysis, the
stability region increases either with the per-resource
analysis or with the proposed objective. In particular, by
comparing Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(d), we can conclude that
our proposed approach of the robustness objective with
the per-resource analysis significantly increases the
stability region, which will in turn improve the robustness
of the whole CPS system.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the problem of
real-time scheduling and control co-design in a
multi-resource system from the perspective of the
robustness of the whole system. Our work has several
distinguishing features from previous related studies.
First, instead of the utilization bound as the schedulability
condition, we have adopted the end-to-end response time
analysis for multiple-resource systems. Second, we have
investigated the control performance degradation with the
conventional per-job response time analysis due to the
multiple visit problem. Finally, we have shown that the
adopted per-resource response time analysis, together
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per-resource analysis

Fig. 5: Stability regionΛ of the transaction with the smallest stability radius.

with an appropriately chosen metric for control
performance, can significantly improve the robustness of
the system .
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